The emergence of multistability and chaos in a two-mode van der Pol generator versus different connection types of linear oscillators.
In this work, we study the multistability and chaos phenomena in a classical two-mode van der Pol generator which consists of a nonlinear element and two linear oscillators. We show that the configuration of the connections of the linear oscillators in the two-mode self-oscillating system significantly affects its oscillation regimes and bifurcational transitions. In the case of the feedback loop including one oscillator, the two-mode system demonstrates the well-known effect of frequency entrainment, including bistability and hysteresis phenomena. If the feedback loop involves both linear oscillators, the entrainment effect disappears; however, two new complex regimes of quasi-periodicity and chaotic self-oscillations emerge. We present here the results of the bifurcation analysis of the multistability formation and transition to chaos.